I am prompted to write by Howard Brandston's Opinion piece in LR&T 43/3. Howard writes with passionate regret over the demise of the incandescent lamp to which I have much sympathy. Sadly I suspect it is a misguided decision that will be impossible to change. It is therefore important that the lighting profession ensures that the halogen equivalents, which are about 30% more efficient than a standard incandescent lamp, become a permanent alternative in both reflector lamps and bulbs (GLS and A lamps).
However the decision has thrown up some interesting consequences. The incandescent lamp has been the mainstay of the domestic and similar applications, and when it was forced to use Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CLF) there were complaints, not only from many branches of the lighting industry, but from the public at large. They complained of 'a dingy room appearance', 'poor light colour quality' and 'a slow run-up time'.
The efficacy of an incandescent lamp is usually quoted as 12 lumens/watt compared to a CFL with a quoted efficacy of around 60 lumens/watt. This suggests that a CFL is considerably more efficient when compared to a GLS of the same light output. But is it? In practice it seems to me that for visual equivalence, the ratio is nearer to three times rather than the five times indicated by the comparison of the efficacies, so why does it not produce the same apparent brightness in the room?
Regarding the colour of the light there were complaints of a sense of 'coolness' or of 'greenness' and that it produced a poor skin tone appearance. Yet these issues are covered by the claimed CFL colour performance with a CRI of at least 80 and a CCT of 2700K.
All of this throws into question our systems of measurement. Is the V, photopic spectral distribution sufficiently accurate to represent the eye's spectral response for two very different lamp spectral distributions? It would also appear that our metrics for light colour description are not adequate either.
I would like to suggest that these issues be looked at again, but not just to look at the way the human visual system operates in an objective, or task mode where the retinal cones and their signals back to the brain are considered, but also to look at the subjective issues, where room appearance is concerned. Here other light sensitive elements within the eye need to be taken into account like those that trigger the suppression of melatonin requiring light energy in the blue part of the spectrum. It has been claimed that short wave radiation could also provide a benefit to children's learning ability.
The one thing that seems to be lacking is the influence of radiation in the red part of the spectrum, which is where the incandescent lamp light predominates and accounts for its low efficacy. Is it possible there is some other sensor, as yet unidentified, that responds to this part of the visual spectrum and accounts for the subjective appeal of 'warm appearance' type radiation? It may also trigger the release of 'well being' type sensations like those induced by serotonin. This could also account for the problem that arose with the Thorn Kolorite MCF lamp which had radiation in the red part of the spectrum but a poor efficacy, which led to its demise.
Such a study would require a wide range of expertise and considerable financial support so that the human objective and subjective responses to light are considered together. But as for the problem experienced, ideal as this might be in the long term, it would be preferable now to develop a temporary interim system, so that the new family of light sources can be developed with some confidence so that they are appropriate for purpose and use energy efficiently. As a way forward it may be useful to look again at the systems proposed some time ago whereby the visual spectrum (400-700 nm) is divided into spectral bands with individual weightings which relate to human response.
Remember the human eye has evolved over many millennia under daylight where the daynight cycle predominated. This has a spectral distribution very different from the V distribution used for photometric measurements?
David Loe Independent consultant and Honorary Research Fellow UCL.
Dear Editor,
The following is in response to David Loe's letter prompted by my Opinion piece in Lighting Research and Technology, issue 43/3. I am not surprised to see sympathy with my ''passionate regret'' over the demise of the incandescent lamp. Indeed, I agree with David that this was a misguided decision, but I do not agree that it is a decision that cannot be reversed. New Zealand has reversed the ban and voted out a three term Prime Minister and her Party. Canada has postponed the ban for two years. The jury is still out in Canada where the CBC has been giving voice to citizen concerns. We will see. What is the lighting design community in the UK doing to register their regrets on this ban? Have the SLL and the CIBSE voiced concerns? Most lighting metrics are nothing but agreements, not metrics. They do not measure much. You wouldn't call a ruler with movable markings like an abacus something that could be relied upon to measure much. The basic problem is that the lighting community does not have the courage to rely upon their personal judgment. They need to codify everything. They even produce a document called the Code which eliminates the need to think. I once suggested they call it a Guide. This suggestion was dismissed.
All lumens are not created equal. Connect your eye and your brain and a little personal judgment and you will begin to truly see. David is correct in calling all of these metrics into question. I don't need a thermometer to tell me if I am hot or cold -and I certainly don't need a light meter to tell me if I can see -let alone measure the emotion of what it is that I am looking at. I support all of David's suggestions for future research -but I would not be cowed by the tyranny of science in using whatever it is they come up with until I have personally evaluated the usefulness of the research.
I started my lighting career in the theater. There were no rules. When I began to do architectural lighting as an assistant to Stanley McCandless I had to rethink my design process. I had my own rule -''Rules are a substitute for thinking.'' For over 50 years of lighting design practice I have followed that simple principle. I suggest we start to think. Think of how we would like to do lighting. Lighting is not the purview of know-it-all politicians and bureaucrats. The incandescent lamp ban is a boondoggle that should not be permitted to stand. It brings health and other potential hazards into millions of homes aside from usurping our freedom of choice in how we live. Get involved -start a movement to repeal this ''misguided'' legislation.
